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Yesterday

 Binary Approach

- judgement on whether 
allergen is potentially 
present or not

- lack of industry alignment

 Inaccurate information 
passed along supply chains

 Proliferation of Inaccurate 
Precautionary Labelling

Today

 Growing expectation of 
more accurate cross-
contact understanding

 Application of allergen 
reference doses, and QRA

But …

 Lack of harmonization in 
when allergen QRA is 
appropriate and how to 
perform

Tomorrow

 Consensus guidance on the 
application of allergen QRA

Summary
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Different types of (Q)RA exist

Screening RA

Deterministic (Q)RA

Probabilistic QRA

Public Health QRA

Used as a part of a process to either discount the potential for 
safety concern, or identify when further refinement needed.

For at risk population - The use of point estimate of risk (eg
ED/RfD) to compare to higher-bound estimates of exposure.

For at risk population - The use of dose-distribution information to 
compare to probabilistic estimates of exposure, in the case of 
cross-contact may incorporate data on frequency of UAP.

To determine the likelihood and quantity of reactions occurring in an entire 
consumer population - The incorporation of data on allergy prevalence and 
market penetration into either deterministic or probabilistic QRA.



QRA isn’t always 
necessary/appropriate or feasible



52 Stakeholders
Drafting by an ILSI Expert Group composed of 13 members

The Project Conduct: Participants



Split into 3 Working Groups, 
across 2 distinct assessment 
categories
• Proactive assessments for food 

production under normal 
conditions (upstream and in-
house) 

• Reactive assessments as part of 
an allergen incident response

The Project Conduct

Diagram from the Allergen Bureau



The Project Conduct

WG 1: Supply Chain

- Up-steam communication with 
your supplier
- Establishing transparent flow of 
information

Diagram from the Allergen Bureau



The Project Conduct

WG 2: Cross-contact – PAL

- cross-contact risk assessment for operations

Diagram from the Allergen Bureau



The Project Conduct

WG 3: Incidents

- Unanticipated
- Errors outside of normal GMP or 
change management

Diagram from the Allergen Bureau



The Project Conduct

WG 1: 
Supply Chain

WG 2: 
Cross-contamination - PAL

WG 3: Incidents

Diagram from the Allergen Bureau



Introduction
o The place of QRA in allergen management

Communication Across the Supply Chain
o Global regulatory aspects
o Information requirements
o How to obtain the required information

Management of Operations
o QRA within allergen control programs
o Guide on QRA within site cross-contact
o Cleaning

Management of Incidents
o Guidance on incident assessment

Core Concepts
o UAP Scenarios an characteristics
o Amount of UAP in food
o Guidance on Food intake
o Basic calculations

Annexes

The Project Output



 

Food intake guidance 

 

Data conversion guide 

Characteristics of UAP Allergen Sampling and 
Analysis 

Particulates 

Communication across the 
supply chain Management of Operations Management of Incidents 

Basic calculations for 
use during QRAs 

Introduction & quantitative risk assessment  

Core concepts 
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Characteristics of UAP

Chance of 
Occurrence

Root Cause 
Analysis

UAP Form UAP 
Distribution

UAP 
frequency

UAP 
Concentration

The Project Output: Core Concepts



Amorphous Particulate

Homogeneous UAP does not have a discrete 
structure, and is uniformly distributed 
within the sensitive product.

UAP has a discrete structure, those discrete 
structures are uniformly distributed within the 
sensitive product at a particular density per 
unit volume.

Heterogeneous UAP does not have a discrete 
structure, but is clumped in one or 
more regions of the sensitive product.

UAP has a discrete structure, those discrete 
structures are not uniformly distributed within 
the sensitive product.

Form & Distribution:
quality of evidence

Description

High uncertainty There is insufficient information to describe the form and/or distribution 
of UAP in the sensitive product.

Med uncertainty The form and/or distribution of UAP in the sensitive product can be 
inferred based on knowledge of materials and process, but has not 
been confirmed.

Acceptable uncertainty The form and/or distribution of UAP in the sensitive product has been 
confirmed (observation and/or measurement).

The Project Output: Core Concepts
Example of how cross-contamination is characterized



The Project Output: Core Concepts
The influence of UAP Characteristics on the calculation method



The Project Output: Core Concepts
Estimating consumption



The Project Output: Core Concepts
Sampling & analysis



The Project Output: Core Concepts
Sampling & analysis 



Supporting 
conditions to be 
considered

Regular frequency of 
allergen presence
Low availability of material 
samples
Homogeneous distribution of 
allergens
Limited time & resource 
available 

Homogeneous distribution of 
allergens
Limited time & resource 
available
Sufficient or abundant 
material available to sample 
from
Urgent and more resources 
made available

Sufficient or abundant material available to 
sample from

Urgent and more resources made available

Level of 
concern

LOW

Routine verification of 
ingredients without claim

MEDIUM

Routine verification of 
ingredients without claim

HIGH

Quantification needed for risk assessment, 
claim validation or incident

Number of 
Samples 
recommended

A single or small number 
of samples

Two up to six samples.

Particularly if allergen 
presence may be 
intermittent 

Sample size is also 
important

Allergen presence is regular and 
homogeneous: take at least six samples 
or two from every batch (risk based for 
claim validation).

Allergen presence is NOT regular and/or 
NOT homogeneous: 
(i) consider the size of the batch and take 
“∛𝑁𝑁” [or N^(1/3)] samples, where N is the 
number of units available; or (ii) consider 
incremental sampling (see main text). 

The Project Output: Core Concepts
Sampling
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Geographic complexity Ingredient / supplier 
complexity

Supplier technical capability

Low: Ingredients are being 
purchased from the same 
regulatory territory as the final 
product sales territory

Low: Homogeneous cross-contact 
risk
1. Low complexity environment
2. High complexity environment

High: Company with dedicated
people and verified systems for
allergen management

High: Ingredients come from a
regulatory territory other than the
final product sales territory

High: Heterogeneous cross-
contact risk 
1. Low complexity environment
2. High complexity environment

Low: Company with few to no
people or systems dedicated to
allergen management

Prioritization of ingredients

Given your use of the ingredient, how likely is it that a cross-contact will present health risk at market ?
Role for ‘backwards’ QRA.

The Project Output: Communication across the supply chain



Example supplier questionnaire

The Project Output: Communication across the supply chain

from Allergenen Consultancy B.V.



Supplier questionnaires and level of risk can be integrated with the other tools 
in your supplier-management arsenal

The Project Output: Communication across the supply chain
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The Project Output: Management of Operations



The Project Output: 
Management of Operations
Process mapping



The Project Output: Management of Operations
Change over
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Chance of Occurrence Description Recommended Action

High It is more likely than not that UAP has occurred:

The factors that cause contamination are known, and there 
is acceptable uncertainty that those factors have happened.

Proceed with the assessment (next step Track & 
Trace).

Medium It is possible that UAP has occurred, but also likely it has 
not:

The factors that may cause contamination are known, and 
there is significant uncertainty on whether those factors 
have happened.

Gather data to decrease uncertainty on whether 
the incident has occurred.

or

If due to level of concern or time constraints 
proceed with the assessment, when/ if data 
becomes available repeat assessment of chance of 
occurrence.

Low or unknown There is circumstantial evidence only that UAP has occurred:

Whether the contamination occurs or not cannot be 
estimated with acceptable level of certainty.

Gather data to decrease uncertainty before 
progressing with an assessment.

The Project Output: 
management of Incidents
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Tier of 
Refinement 

Overall Data Uncertainty 
High Medium Acceptable 

1* Uncertainty too large, 
more data required 

Uncertainty too large, 
more data required 

Uncertainty too large, 
more data required 

2* Uncertainty too large, 
more data required 

Qualitative assessment 
only 

Qualitative or 
Quantitative assessment 

3 Qualitative or 
Quantitative 
assessment 

Quantitative assessment Quantitative assessment 

4 Quantitative 
assessment 

Quantitative assessment Quantitative assessment 

*A ‘reverse’ QRA may be useful to understand the amount of UAP that would present concern, to enable 
evaluation of whether that amount is feasible given the UAP scenario. 

The Project Output: management of Incidents
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Key points
 Improving PAL requires implementation of allergen QRA
but …
 The benefit to consumers of allergen QRA will only come if there is consistent application

 There is a growing expectation that allergen QRA will be applied
but …
 Application is only relevant in specific situations to support established practices
 Misapplication will mislead

Bonus:
 QRA cannot be implemented without an improved understanding of cross-contamination 

within supply chains

So:
 A wide stakeholder group has developed consensus guidance



Next steps

 Launch webinar for the Guidance document
 Release of training sessions

 Collection of further inputs, learnings and periodic update of the 
guidance
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www.ilsi.eu
www.foodprotection.org

Thank you for your 
attention
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